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you have undergone, your only resource is to associate your-
selves with your formidable neighbour to work together for the
propagation of the kingdom of Christ'.1 However, after the
establishment of the protectorate, the fanatical enthusiasm that
had permeated the puritan leaders of England during the
meeting of Barebones' Parliament cooled down, and mundane
considerations recovered their influence. Moreover Cromwell,
who had always been dubious about the war, could now, as
protector, control the English side of the peace negotiations.
Gradually his common sense asserted itself, and the more humi-
liating conditions formerly proposed were dropped. Even so,
the stipulation that each country should expel the enemies or
rebels of the other, practically meant that Dutch territory was
closed to the Stuarts. Cromwell's attempt to force the States
General to decree the perpetual exclusion of the house of
Orange from public office was only indirectly granted. The
States General agreed that any future captain-general—such as
the prince of Orange had been—should be required to take an
oath to maintain the treaty, but this was as far as it was safe
to ask the States General to go, for the Orangists were strong
outside the province of Holland. Holland, however, was willing
to go farther, and passed an act debarring the prince of Orange
from office under the States General—an act that may have
been unconstitutional and was certainly not only inexpedient
but also useless, as events in 1672 proved. For the rest the
treaty conceded the acknowledgement of the salute in the
British seas, and granted compensation for the losses English
merchantmen had suffered in the East, for the massacre of
Amboyna, and for the detention of their ships in the Sound by
Denmark, an ally of the United Provinces.
Meanwhile English prowess at sea commanded the respect
of Europe, and, although the hostility of 1649 remained, it was •
now concealed.   -Several states now felt the heavy hand of
England on account of favours shown to the royalists.
Portugal had begun, in 1640, the war that eventually restored
its independence, and its representatives had been warmly re-'
ceived then by both king and people in England. The treaty
of 1642 re-established the oldest European alliance and granted
important trade privileges to English merchants. The Portu-
guese ambassador remained in London until 1646 and acted
1 Gardiner, Commonwealth and Protectorate, iii. 41.

